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Who are APRS? APRS stands for the Association for the 
Protection of Rural Scotland.

What do they do? APRS is the charity which promotes the care 
of all of Scotland's rural landscapes and campaigns to protect 
those which are threatened. 

What is a rural landscape? It is a part of the country’s land which 
does not have many people living there and where there is very 
little development e.g. housing, roads, industry, shops. It can 
include mountains, farmland, forests, marsh, grasslands, pastures, 
rivers and lochs, as well as those small areas of countryside around 
towns and cities and small rural communities. 

How does APRS protect and care for rural landscapes?
APRS campaigns for better protection for rural landscapes 
by speaking to politicians, making a case for their protection, 
building support against unsuitable developments and raising 
awareness in the media. 

APRS works with local people to help them protect their rural 
landscapes. Sometimes building new houses is the threat. 
People need somewhere to live, but APRS believes it is better 
to re-use derelict land in towns and cities wherever possible, 
rather than building on our precious green spaces.

Introduction

FIVE FACTS ABOUT 
APRS YOU DIDN'T KNOW!

Did you know? APRS set up the National Trust 
for Scotland. In a letter dated 1930, it was stated: 
“at a meeting of the Council of the APRS it was 

unanimously agreed that a National Trust for 
Scotland was very necessary, indeed essential.” 
However APRS itself did not wish to hold land, 

and wanted to remain a policy and campaign 
charity, so the National Trust for Scotland was set 
up separately and bought its first property in 1931. 

APRS continued campaigning and speaking to 
politicians to make change happen. 

Did you know? APRS led the 
successful Have you Got the Bottle 

campaign for a deposit return 
system for drinks containers in 

Scotland? They did this because 
they wanted to reduce the litter 

that spoils our rural landscapes for 
nature and for people.

Did you know? APRS, working 
with other charities, stopped the 
superquarry on the Isle of Harris. 

They did this to prevent major 
damage to the landscape and wildlife 

in the South Lewis, Harris and 
North Uist National Scenic Area.

Did you know? APRS works hard 
with other charities to make sure that 
wind farms are put in the right places. 

APRS believes we need renewable 
energy but, as wind turbines are huge 

and need lots of roads to support 
them, there are some places they 
shouldn’t go so they don’t harm 
wildlife or damage the scenery.

Did you know? 
APRS is a very 
small charity. It 
shows you don’t 
need to be big 

to make positive 
change happen.

i
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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are 17 goals defined by the United 
Nations to tackle the world's biggest problems by 2030. To solve the world's 
problems, the next generation needs to know what those problems are. A good 
way to ensure this is to educate children through cross-curricular activities and 
we hope our suggestions will make this easier for you.
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NUMERACY AND MATHS  
Numbers, Money and Measure

Estimation and rounding
Number and number processes
Multiples, factors and primes

Powers and roots
Fractions, decimals and percentages

Money
Time

Measurement
Maths – impact on world
Patterns and relationships

Expressions and equals

Shape, Position and Movement
2D and 3D properties

Angle, symmetry and transformation

Information Handling
Data and analysis

Ideas of chance and uncertainty

LITERACY AND ENGLISH
Listening and Talking
Enjoyment and choice

Tools for listening and talking
Finding and using information

Understanding, analysing and evaluating
Creating texts

Reading
Understanding, analysing and evaluating

Finding and using information
Tools for reading

Enjoyment and choice

Writing
Organising and finding information

Tools for writing
Enjoyment and choice

Creating texts

RELIGIOUS AND  
MORAL EDUCATION

Christianity
World religions

Developments of beliefs and values – 
different in Catholic schools re religion

MODERN LANGUAGES, 
GAELIC LANGUAGES, 
CLASSIC LANGUAGES

Listening and talking
Reading
Writing

EXPRESSIVE ARTS
Participation and Presentation

Art and Design
Dance 
Drama
Music

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Mental, Emotional, Social and  

Physical Wellbeing
Planning for Choices and Change

Physical Education
Physical Activity and Sport

Physical Activity and Health
Food and Health

Substance Misuse (Emergency)
Relationships, sexual health and parenting

TECHNOLOGY
Digital Literacy

Food and Textile Technology
Technological Development in Society 

and  business
Craft, Design engineering and graphics

Computing Science

SCIENCES
Planet Earth

Forces Electricity and Waves
Biological Systems

Material
Topical Science

SOCIAL STUDIES
People, Past events and societies
People, Place and environment

People in Society, economy and business

Scottish Curriculum for Excellence

OUR ACTIVITIES DELIVER ACROSS THE CURRICULUM. 
HERE'S A HELPFUL OVERVIEW OF THE

introduction
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WHAT IS A DEPOSIT RETURN SYSTEM (DRS) ?
When you buy a drink in a glass bottle, metal can or PET* plastic 
bottle, a deposit of 20p will be added to the price that you pay 
for your drink. 

When you return the can or bottle to a collection point (over 
a shop counter, or into a reverse vending machine), you will be 
refunded your 20p deposit. 

Scotland’s Deposit Return System starts in July 2022!

*PET (PolyEthylene Terephthalate) plastic is what most soft drinks 
are sold in. Since milk is usually sold in HDPE (High-Density 
PolyEthylene) plastic bottles, it won’t be included at first.  

WHY DO DEPOSIT RETURN SYSTEMS EXIST? 
Deposit Return Systems increase recycling and reduce littering 
because they give a financial incentive to the public to return 
materials (metal, plastic, glass) that are often otherwise treated 
as a waste product.  Deposits have been proven to be an 
effective way of encouraging people to change their behaviour, 
reduce litter and increase recycling in other parts of the world.

TEACHERS' NOTES

Deposit Return Overview
WHEN AND WHERE DID DEPOSIT RETURN SYSTEMS 
START?
45 countries and territories around the world have deposit 
return systems, including Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, 
Germany, Estonia, Lithuania, some states in Australia (including 
Queensland and New South Wales), some American states 
(including California, Oregon and Hawaii), Netherlands, Iceland, 
and some provinces of Canada. Over 130 million people in the 
EU live in countries that use deposits.

Deposit systems that have been running for a long time recycle 
up to 95% of the cans and bottles they target: in Norway, 95% 
of plastic bottles are recycled, for example. Glass is one of the 
three main materials used to make single-use drinks containers. 
Capturing 90% of glass bottles would recycle 504 million of them.

Without a deposit return system in place, Zero Waste Scotland has 
predicted that recycling rates of drinks containers would remain as 
they are between now and 2043. This means that only 63% of glass 
bottles, 46% of steel cans, 48% of aluminium cans and 50% of PET 
plastic bottles would be recycled. With a deposit return system however, 
this number is predicted to increase to 90% for all three materials.

Scotland has had some individual deposit return systems in the 
past, most famously Barr’s Lemonade and Irn-Bru glass bottles 
- people used to call them a ‘glass cheque’ because they were as 
good as cash! The system ended on 1st Jan 2016 after 110 years, 
because Barr's was the only big company to offer a deposit, not 
all shops took them back, so people were less and less in the habit 
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Deposit Return

1 Scotland litters up to 50 Kelpies’ 
worth every year. This is 15,000 

tonnes in weight. This would be 
a total of 250 million individual 
pieces of rubbish and if you split this 
between everyone living in Scotland, 
that would be 50 pieces of litter per 
person. SEE ACTIVITY C3, PAGES 13 
AND 32.

That means that every minute, people 
are dropping 475 bits of rubbish in 
our countryside, towns and cities in 
Scotland.

2 It is believed that £1.2 million 
is lying on our streets and 

countryside disguised as litter in glass 
and plastic bottles, and metal cans. 
These are all valuable materials which  
are treated as rubbish with no value. 
SEE ACTIVITY C3, PAGES 13 AND 32.

3 In Scotland, deposit return will 
reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) 

emissions by around 4 million tonnes 
over 25 years, which is an average of 
around 160,000 tonnes of CO2 each 
year.  This would be the same as taking 
83,000 cars off the road. Reducing 
CO2 emissions will help slow down 
global warming because CO2 gases 
blanket the earth, trapping heat and 
warming our planet and seas. Deposits 
reduce these emissions by making 
sure valuable materials like plastic, 
steel, aluminium and glass don’t go 
to landfill and incineration. Recycling 
these items instead takes less energy 
because we use less oil and gas than we 
do when making and transporting new 
bottles and cans. SEE ACTIVITIES C3 
AND C5.

4 Every year volunteers for the 
Marine Conservation Society 

collect litter from beaches and record 
what they find. Plastic, cans and 
broken glass from drinks packaging 
are amongst the main things found.  
Conservationists believe that by 
2050 there will be more plastic in 
the sea than fish. This is bad for 
wildlife across the food chain (from 
plankton to fish to whales and us), 
which may eat the plastic or get 
tangled up in it. Charities like the 
Marine Conservation Society send 

their information to politicians to 
show them how bad the problem is, 
and this data has helped encourage 
politicians to bring in the legislation 
that will give us a deposit return 
system in 2022. SEE ACTIVITY C6, 
PAGE 15.

5 Litter on our streets forces 
councils to spend money to 

clean public places and pay staff 
to fine people and run education 
campaigns on not littering. Every 
year Scotland spends £46 million 
cleaning up litter. This public money 
could otherwise be spent on schools 
and bike paths for example, rather 
than cleaning up litter. Litter causes 
problems for businesses, house prices, 
community wellbeing and crime, and 
costs £361 million every year to our 
society and economy. More cans and 
bottles being recycled reduces the 
cost of emptying bins on the street 
because they fill up more slowly.  
SEE ACTIVITY C3, PAGES 13 AND 32.

of returning their empties. When Scotland has a national system 
in place, it will be much easier for producers as all the hard work 
of organising collections and doing public education will be done 
by a system operator. 

WHY IS THE DEPOSIT RETURN SYSTEM BEING 
REINTRODUCED INTO SCOTLAND NOW?
Many charities and individuals in Scotland have wanted a deposit 
return system for a long time.

APRS launched their Have You Got The Bottle? campaign in 
2015 in partnership with over 100 charities, businesses and 
groups, and with a poll showing that 78% of people in Scotland 
supported deposit return. 

In 2017, the First Minister announced that Scotland would have 
a deposit system for all drinks sold in glass bottles, PET plastic 
bottles and metal cans.

i FIVE 
FACTS

Source: www.zerowastescotland.org.uk/litter-flytipping/facts
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Soon after that, public awareness of litter increased 
further, particularly around plastic, thanks in part to David 
Attenborough’s Blue Planet II on BBC in 2018. This programme 
reached millions of people in their homes, showing the impact 
of plastic pollution on albatrosses and whales through ingestion 
directly  or indirectly through food chain and entanglement, 
kick-starting a single-use, plastic-free movement across the 
UK. Scotland will have deposits on more materials too, as we 
need to reduce all sorts of waste and litter, not just plastic. 

Members of the public, business representatives and politicians 
had also been travelling abroad to see how deposits work in 
other countries, and learning about how to make the system 
work. APRS organised a number of these trips, and this further 
helped politicians come to the decision to support an ambitious 
system in Scotland.  

WHAT WILL SCOTLAND’S DEPOSIT RETURN 
SYSTEM LOOK LIKE?
Drinks containers will continue to be made of PET 
plastic, glass, steel or aluminium. 

All single-use bottles and cans will be included in the 
system – this means ones that you use only once, 
which are sealed and airtight when you buy them. 

When deposits are introduced into Scotland in 2022, 
each container will have a special deposit return label 
on it so you can claim back your 20p.  If you find 
one of these bottles or cans when litter picking - the 
money is yours!

You will be able to return them over the counter in shops 
(where there are signs), at big reverse vending machines 
(look out for them in supermarkets and public locations) 
and through online shopping operators. Some shops 
may apply for an exemption because they don’t have 
enough space or there is somewhere else nearby where 
the customer can take their empties.

Community organisations, such as schools, will also 
have the opportunity to act as return points for empty 
containers and they can use that to raise money to 
support their services.

The new system in Scotland requires 90% of cans and 
bottles to be recycled by 2025. 

APRS is very proud to have  achieved a Deposit 
Return System in Scotland, working with charities, 
businesses and individuals around the country. Many 
countries around the world have been using deposits 
for decades, while much of our plastic, metal and 
glass has ended up in landfill or as litter. Our deposit 
return system will increase recycling, reduce litter in 
our countryside and help us to reduce CO2 emissions, 
which will benefit us all, the rest of nature and the 
planet we live on.
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Deposit Return

ACTIVITY A
CREATE, DESIGN, RAISE 
AWARENESS AND TAKE ACTION

✱
DELIVERS FOR 
Expressive Arts, Literacy 

and English, Technology, Health 
and Wellbeing

A1. Create and design a picture, story, 
poem, song, dance, play, display or 
sculpture about the drinks packaging 
litter problem faced in our seas, towns 
and countryside. Show how recycling 
through a deposit return system will 
help reduce this plastic, metal and glass 
pollution and help wildlife and the planet. 

Share what children have created 
and learnt about deposit return. 
This could be on their classroom 
walls as a display, as a presentation 
at their school assembly, for end of 
term shows, at parents’ evenings, 
locally where they live, at a music 
festival, art exhibition, on social 
media or even enter into a music, art 
or dance competition to help raise 
awareness of deposit return. If they 
would like to share it with APRS, 
we could also help to promote it.

A2. Record the children’s song, 
dance, or an interview, telling their 
story or play. Save it and share it 
with their classmates, the school, 
with friends and family (and wider 
if they wished) or just as a keepsake 
for themselves. Create a video to 
go with any of these to share or 
keep for themselves. If they’d like 
to share it with APRS, we could also 
help to promote it.

A3. The children could create their 
own demonstration deposit return 
system from recycled materials 
or other materials and show 
everyone how it works through 
ways described in A1. Perhaps they 
can display it as part of their own 
recycling system at their school/site 
to raise awareness of the system and 
how it would work. 

A4. Deposit Return is an innovative 
system that recycles used bottles 
to make new bottles and delivers 
for a circular economy. What 
innovations can the children think 
of themselves? Using any medium 
or technology, they can design their 
own product that they think the 
world needs now or they would like 
to have. They must use a material 
that has been used before for 
something that would usually be 
thrown away. Try to remember, to 
be of the most benefit, it needs to 
be reusable rather than just being 
used once and thrown away. Can 
they build it now out of recycled 
products? Who is their audience that 
will use or buy their design? How 
expensive would it be? How much 
would it cost to make? How would 
they tell customers about it? Sell it 
to their class through a presentation. 
This can be done in groups or 
individually. Children can vote for 
their favourite design, which could 
then be presented at school assembly 
(or wider as above).

A5. Could the children help make 
more positive change in their 
primary school, secondary school or 
local community by:

›
Changing their own behaviour 
as an example to others. What 

could they recycle more? What 
could they change that they use once 
that they could change to reusable 
e.g. a reusable water bottle? How 
could they speak out and help the 
school reduce and reuse their litter, 
including the canteen?

›
Organising litter picks in the 
playground or nearby, recording 

what they find and reporting back 
to the school in assembly. What 
could have been recycled? What 
could have gone through the deposit 
return system? How much money 
would this have generated? Why 
is recycling good? Explain why it is 
important for wildlife (ingestion/
entanglement - see Activity C6) and 
the planet (reduces CO2 emissions - 
see Activity C5), pride in community 
space and the school (see Teacher 
Notes on Deposit Return).

›
Setting up a recycling system  
in their school (including the staff 

room) if they don’t have it already. 
Speaking to local community leaders 
and offering to litter pick where they 
are volunteers. 

Signing up for litter clean events 
that capture evidence and data 
for charities e.g.  mcsuk.org/
beachwatch/groups-and-schools 
and  keepbritaintidy.org, to show 
governments there is a problem and 
change needs to happen e.g.  
 mcsuk.org/news/bag_use_drops. 
Discuss the three main options for 
tackling litter - a ban (e.g. plastic 
cotton buds), deposit return (drinks 

We’d love you  
to share some of the 
pupils’ work with us.  

Please email it to  
education@aprs.scot 

If we select it for sharing on 
our website and social media 

channels, we’ll contact 
you for permission. 

DEPOSIT RETURN ACTIVITIES A1-5

• These activities are designed to be cross curricular from Primary 1 to Senior 
Level. More advanced activities are towards the end of each activity, and 
they’re designed so that teachers can adapt and choose which parts are 
most relevant and appropriate for the ages and topics they are teaching. 

• The ideas for promoting and sharing learning in Activity A can also be used 
with the outcomes generated in Activities B and C.

 Please consider how these activities can support your teaching around  
 the 17 Sustainable Development Goals. 

http://mcsuk.org/beachwatch/groups-and-schools
http://mcsuk.org/beachwatch/groups-and-schools
https://www.keepbritaintidy.org/
http://mcsuk.org/news/bag_use_drops
mailto:education%40aprs.scot?subject=
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containers) or charge (e.g. carrier 
bags) and which is the best to tackle 
an item.
A6. Explore, as a class, what kind of 
jobs there are linked to waste and 
find out how people’s livelihoods 
are dependent on this, whether as 
businesses or charities. This includes 
litter cleaners in towns, on the sides 
of roads (dangerous), campaigners, 
entrepreneurs such as Boyan Slat's   
 theoceancleanup.com, and local 
people in developing countries, for 
example,  www.greenqueen.com.
hk/indias-garbage-cafe-is-feeding-
people-in-exchange-for-plastic-waste.

A7. Your school could be an informal 
collection point. You could have a big 
box or somewhere for people to put 
their empties. The school could then 
take the empties to a formal return 
point to collect the money. Having your 
own reverse vending machine (RVM) 
is possible but expensive and schools 
would need to assign someone to take 
on this significant administrative task. 
(From 2022 onwards)

The hard work of the pupils paid off 
when the Cabinet Secretary Roseanna 
Cunningham accepted their invitation 
to a special marine conservation 
assembly they had put together to show 
about what they had been working on. 
Thanks to their work, the primary school 
was invited by Scottish Environment 
LINK to hold a stall with MCS and 
HYGTB? at their 'Generation Earth' 
event in the Garden Lobby in the 
Scottish Parliament.  

Have you seen a ‘wild bottle?’ Our Lady’s RC Primary School in Perth wanted to know! Working with MCS and 
APRS Have You Got The Bottle (HYGTB)? Campaign, the pupils highlighted the issue of littered plastic bottles 
across Scotland through the #wildbottlesighting social media campaign in school, at the beach and in Parliament! 

They asked people to report any littered bottles or cans they saw anywhere in the country to show the scale of the 
problem. They recorded 6000 #wildbottlesightings of glass and plastic bottles and metal cans. 

To further their investigations two classes from the school met MCS and HYGTB? at East Haven beach in Angus  
to do a beach clean and litter survey to see how many 'wild bottles' were ending up on our beaches. They collected  
24 kgs of litter on a 100m stretch. 

A8. Your school could register 
with the Deposit Return System 
operator as a return point. You could 
do manual returns (so this would still 
mean collecting the empties in a big 
box) and then contact the system 
operator when ready for collection. 
The system operator would then 
process the number of empties at 
their sorting plant, and send the 
correct amount of money to the 
school. This would be more work and 
more administration, think carefully 
about who would be in charge of 
this. (From 2022 onwards)

A9. Your school could work with 
a local shop and suggest a charity 
that their customers could donate 
to through the reverse vending 
machine (RVM) in their shop. This 
works by the RVM having a button 
for people to press if they want 
to reclaim their refund, and then 
another button for people to press if 
they wish to donate their deposit to 
charity. (From 2022 onwards)

A10. Write a press release 
together as a class to send 
to your local paper, or 

even to a national newspaper (see 
downloadable example on page 11). 
Tell them about any special piece of 
work on litter and deposit return your 
class or school has done and why it 
was done. Invite them along to any 
performances or displays or to see 
any changes. Include photos when 
you send your press release. Please 
use our press release example to help 
you, we have included some facts 
that you might find useful about 
deposit return and litter.

Here is one example of the deposit 
return work done by a school 
in Perth - Our Lady’s Primary 
School, working with the Marine 
Conservation Society (MCS) and 
Association for the Protection of 
Rural Scotland (APRS) to raise 
awareness of litter and the need for a 
deposit return system.
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DEPOSIT RETURN ACTIVITIES A6-
10

http://theoceancleanup.com
http://www.greenqueen.com.hk/indias-garbage-cafe-is-feeding-people-in-exchange-for-plastic-waste
http://www.greenqueen.com.hk/indias-garbage-cafe-is-feeding-people-in-exchange-for-plastic-waste
http://www.greenqueen.com.hk/indias-garbage-cafe-is-feeding-people-in-exchange-for-plastic-waste
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DEPOSIT RETURN 
DOWNLOADABLE RESOURCE Editable press release which includes APRS info and useful facts  
around deposit return that schools and educators can use. Available to download at aprs.scot/learning

Editable press release for deposit return activities 
Here is a fictional story, with some ideas on what you could include:

DEPOSIT RETURN: SCHOOL TO DELIVER SCULPTURE TO LOCAL MSP
BRIGADOON HIGH SCHOOL* MEDIA RELEASE

Under embargo for 00.01 29 August 2020

Students from Brigadoon High School will next week deliver a ten foot sculpture made from plastic drinks bottles 
to the office of their local MSP, Charlie Madeup. The bottles were collected by students in S4 and S5 as part of a 
project to look at recycling, waste and litter, and in particular to look at the impacts of a deposit return system for 
Scotland.

The Scottish Government has committed to introduce a deposit return system in July 2022, and a refundable 
deposit of 20p will be applied to drinks cans and drinks bottles made from either glass or PET plastic (typically the 
clear plastic used for soft drinks). This approach has seen return rates of over 90% in other countries, including 
most of the Scandinavian and Baltic countries.

Alex Fictional, one of the students involved in the project, said:
"Anyone who lives around here knows there's a big litter problem in the streets and parks, and we've had enough of it. We 
know from other countries that deposits make a huge difference, and we want to see the same benefits here.

"This sculpture of a dolphin, made out of plastic drinks bottles, symbolises the problem of ocean plastics for us. Some of 
the bottles littered around Brigadoon will get into the river and out to sea, and cause enormous problems for our wildlife. 
But it's not just deposits: we want to know what the government is going to do about other sorts of litter too!"

Ali Nonexistent, a teacher at Brigadoon High School, said:
“I'm so proud of the young people: they've combined their passion for their community with their creativity and a desire to 
have their voices heard. I am also very grateful to Charlie Madeup for their time and for agreeing to meet our students. It 
will hopefully be a very interesting discussion, and you never know, maybe one of these very young people will be a future 
MSP for Brigadoon?”

Director of The Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland, said:  "As the charity which led the campaign for a 
deposit return system for drinks containers in Scotland, we were delighted to hear of the great work done by the students 
at Brigadoon High.  We know that deposit return will cut litter in our countryside and towns, boost recycling rates, 
help tackle the climate emergency and create jobs.  So it's really good to see young people so enthusiastic about this 
positive change which is coming up soon, and also engaging with their local politicians with ideas as to what the Scottish 
Government and industry could do next to make it easier to reduce, re-use and recycle."

Your contact details - email and phone

For more about Brigadoon High School please visit www.brigadoonhigh.org (fictional)
For more about APRS please visit www.aprs.scot
For more about our deposit return campaign please visit www.haveyougotthebottle.org.uk
Photographers wishing to attend should make contact in advance. Pictures will be made available afterwards.

*Please note, Brigadoon High School is a 
fictional school for the purpose of this exercise

Available to download here  aprs.scot/learning

http://www.aprs.scot
http://www.aprs.scot
http://aprs.scot/learning
http://aprs.scot/learning
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ACTIVITY B
DEPOSIT RETURN AROUND  
THE WORLD

✱
DELIVERS FOR 
Social Studies, Literacy 

and English, Modern and Classic 
Languages, Technology, Health 
and Wellbeing, Science

Please note all ideas for create, design 
and raising awareness in Activity A can 
be applied to this activity.

Deposit Return is found in many 
countries. If you are studying 
English or a different language, does 
the country of the language e.g. 
Scotland, France, Germany, Spain 
have a deposit return system?

B1. In the language the class are 
studying, introduce the children to 
deposit return:

Listen to people from different 
countries discussing deposit return 
(these include France, Spain, 
Germany and more)  
 reloopplatform.org/resources/
videos and introduce the children to 
deposit return - the name of their 
deposit return system, the name of 
the deposit (e.g. Pfand in Germany), 
the amount of the deposit and 

currency, what can be recycled 
there and what they are made of. 

Encourage discussion of:
Do they think deposit return is 
a good thing? For the planet, for 
wildlife, for us? (see Activity C5).
Would they pick up more litter and 
recycle more because of the 20p 
deposit? 
Would they return them? Does it 
make any difference to them?
What could they do with the 
collected bottles? Could they donate 
it to a charity or their school? Would 
they do this or keep the money?
Do they think everyone will take 
their bottles to be recycled? If not, 
why not? This could include a role 
play between two people, one who 
wants it, one who doesn’t care.
How will people with additional  
needs cope with the deposit return 
system when it is introduced?  Think 
for example about people who are 
housebound, wheelchair users or 
people with impaired hearing or 
sight. What should the system 
operator do to make sure everyone 
can take part equally?

B2. What are the differences 
between countries? Which countries 
in the world have a deposit return 
system, which do not?

DEPOSIT RETURN ACTIVITIES B1-3

 depositreturnscheme.zero 
wastescotland.org.uk/global-context

Research - Why is there a 
difference? Look at the wealth 
of the country, its economy and 
priorities. 

Developing countries may not 
have it, but plastic, metal and glass 
are valuable, could this help them? 

Are there examples where people 
are already making use of this to 
raise money in these countries?
Here is one example 
 scoutrecycling.com.au

B3. What is the impact of 
existing Deposit Return Systems 
around the world? 
Encourage discussion of:
Are Deposit Return Systems 
working? Research online.

Look at the previous recycling 
rates and recycling rates since the 
Deposit Return System started or 
what campaigners hope it will be 
for the country.

Are the examples of litter 
decreasing in the towns and cities, 
countryside, in the sea? 

http://reloopplatform.org/resources/videos
http://reloopplatform.org/resources/videos
http://depositreturnscheme.zerowastescotland.org.uk/global-context
http://depositreturnscheme.zerowastescotland.org.uk/global-context
http://scoutrecycling.com.au
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DEPOSIT RETURN ACTIVITIES C1-C3

ACTIVITY C
WHAT CAN BE RECYCLED 
IN THE DEPOSIT RETURN 
SYSTEM IN SCOTLAND?

✱
DELIVERS FOR 
Sciences, Numeracy and 

Maths, Technology, Social 
Studies, Literacy and English, 
Health and Wellbeing

Please encourage writing, discussion 
and debate throughout these 
activities. Please also go back to 
Activity A  for ideas on how they 
could share what pupils have learnt 
with others.

These are just a few ideas, but they 
can be adapted for much more 
complex numeracy and maths 
problems for older ages, to include 
fractions, percentages for example. 

C1. How do Deposit Return Systems 
work?
Share videos from Reloop showing 
how DRS works, where materials go 

C3. The true facts about scottish litter - how much do you know? 
Match figures to fact... 
Correct answers are highlighted in yellow. See page 32 for dowbloadable worksheet. 

after being collected and how they 
are recycled. 

This website has lots of video 
resources for this:  reloopplatform.
org/resources/videos

Encourage discussion around 
energy, use comparisons for 
producing new bottles vs recycling, 
and CO2 emissions linking to global 
warming and how deposit return can 
help slow it down. (see Activity C5).

C2. What can be recycled? Ask the pupils to decide which of these 
drinks containers can be recycled in the Deposit Return System
Correct answers are highlighted in yellow. See page 31 for dowbloadable worksheet. 

In theory, an aluminium can made 
from recycled aluminium has 96% 
and 92% lower carbon impacts 
and depletion of resources rate 
respectively, compared to a can 
made from virgin aluminium. A 
plastic bottle made from 100% 
recycled PET has 87% and 86% 
lower carbon impacts and depletion 
of resources respectively, compared 
to a bottle made from virgin 
material.   
 zerowastescotland.org.uk

▲&▼ DOWNLOADABLE RESOURCES 
The True Facts about Scottish Litter and what can be Recycled? 
Full versions of these activities are available to download here aprs.scot/learning

1  The number of Kelpies in weight worth of litter that Scotland discards every year

2  The number of tonnes littered every year in Scotland

3  The number of items littered every year in Scotland

4  The number of items littered every minute in Scotland

5  The amount of money lying in litter (what it’s worth) in Scotland

6  How many fewer tonnes of emissions would be pumped into the atmosphere (warming the  
     planet) thanks to Scotland’s deposit return system? 

7  How many cars’ worth of CO2 emissions would be removed by having a deposit return system  
    in Scotland?

8  The cost of the impact of litter (dealing and clearing up litter, impact on house prices,  
     businesses) in Scotland

Glass drinks bottle Yes No
PET plastic drinks bottle Yes No
Aluminium can Yes No
Steel can Yes No
Cardboard drinks carton Yes No
HDPE plastic milk bottle Yes No
A crushed can Yes No
A dirty plastic bottle Yes No
A crushed plastic bottle Yes No

50

15,000

250 million

475

£1.2 million 

4 million

 
83,000 

£361 million

http://reloopplatform.org/resources/videos
http://reloopplatform.org/resources/videos
http://zerowastescotland.org.uk
http://www.aprs.scot
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DEPOSIT RETURN ACTIVITIES C4-5

DOWNLOADABLE 
RESOURCE
The full version of this 

activity is available to download 
here aprs.scot/learning

C4. How much is it worth?

WHY NOT INTRODUCE 
THE SUBJECT OF DEPOSIT 
RETURN INTO YOUR NEXT 

MATHS CLASS? 

Here are some examples:

›
Jenni had 2 plastic bottles and 
3 metal cans to return to the 

supermarket. She can claim 20p back 
on every can and bottle once she puts 
it in the reverse vending machine. How 
much will she be able to claim back?

›
John has 4 cans of his own, then 
his mother gives him 3 glass bottles 

and his father gives him 6 plastic bottles 
to return to his local shop over the 
counter. How much will John be able to 
claim back from the shopkeeper?

›
Nina has found 6 plastic 
bottles on the ground, two 

have barcodes on them and 4 
do not. How much deposit can 
she claim back when she goes to 
the supermarket reverse vending 
machine? (Only bottles with the 
deposit return barcode will be 
accepted through the system.)

›
Jenni has found 5 glass bottles, 
2 metal cans and 2 plastic milk 

bottles. How much deposit can she 
claim back when she returns them 
over the counter at her local shop? 
(Currently the plastic milk bottles 
are made of will not be included.)

›
Nina has done a beach clean 
and found 20 plastic bottles, 5 

of which are very dirty and 15 can 

be cleaned. She has also found 4 
cans (2 are very dirty) and 4 glass 
bottles (3 are very dirty). How much 
deposit  can she claim back over the 
counter with her local shopowner? 
(You can only recycle clean bottles 
through the deposit return system.)

›
When the RVM is full and the 
emptier arrives, she opens the 

RVM to discover there are 60 
plastic bottles and 42 aluminium 
metal cans and 23 steel metal cans 
in it. What percentage are metal 
cans? How can this be shown as 
a fraction? Draw a pie chart or a 
graph to show the amounts of all the 
bottles and cans.

C5. What are the benefits 
of deposit return? 
Discuss why each of these 

statements below are benefits and 
find the two that are not. 
Correct answers are highlighted in yellow. 
See page 33 for dowbloadable worksheet. 

More recycling

Healthy wildlife

Warmer planet

Healthy seas

Less litter More people 
spending money

Less waste of resources

Healthier economies
All can use more bottles and cans

Cleaner 
countryside

More visitors 
to areas

Less CO2 produced

Healthy fish to eat

People proud of 
their local area

Cleaner air

CO2 gases and other gases blanket the planet and always have during Planet 
Earth’s lifetime. Over the last 250 years, since the Industrial Revolution, 
this blanket has been getting thicker since the Industrial Revolution with 
more CO2 gases and other gases (methane, water vapour, ozone, nitrous 
oxide and chlorofluorocarbons), going up into the atmosphere through 
humans burning more fossil fuels - oil, gas, coal. This gas blanket traps heat 
from the sun and reflects it back on to the planet’s surface. The thicker the 
blanket, the more heat gets trapped. This warms the planet, the seas and 
land, and drives changes in our weather and climate (thus climate change). 

If the sea is getting warmer, then the ice in the sea starts to melt as we have seen 
in the Arctic and Antarctica. More water from this melting ice then enters the 
sea, causing sea level to rise where it meets the land. Also, as water gets warmer 
it expands, so the sea is also getting bigger, further increasing this level. 

The increase in CO2 also means that the sea is absorbing more CO2 making 
the sea more acidic (acidification and lower ph level). This acidification 
plus the increase in temperature of the water is causing changes in 
phytoplankton concentrations and movements, which is impacting on the 
animals that rely on them for food. Phytoplankton also produce around 50% 
of our oxygen on Planet Earth.

So reducing our CO2 emissions (using less oil for example to make new 
bottles, as oil produces CO2 when it burns) means that we are helping to 
stop the blanket getting any thicker and less heat being reflected back to us. 
Recycling our bottles through the deposit return system is one step we can 
make to stop this blanket of gases getting any thicker.

ADDITIONAL TEACHERS' NOTES 
GLOBAL WARMING AND CLIMATE CHANGE

http://www.aprs.scot
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DEPOSIT RETURN ACTIVITIES C6

©COPYRIGHT 2020

Where could tiny pieces of plastic (microplastics) end up?

Phytoplankton Zooplankton Small fish and 
small crustaceans

e.g. krill, herring, 
mackerel and sardines

What are microplastics? Where do they come from?

What could happen when they enter the marine food chain?  
Here is one example...

Microfibres 
from clothes via 

washing machines

Broken up 
plastic bottles 

via littering

Broken up toilet, wet 
wipes and sanitary 

products via the toilet

Microplastics enter streams, rivers and the sea

Who eats who? Where could the microplastics end up?

Humans

SquidDolphin

Seal

Whale

e.g. tuna, 
salmon

Larger 
Fish

Crab
(scavenger)

Octopus

Shark

wildplanetexplorers.co.uk
 Wild Planet Explorers

C6. What are the impacts of 
drinks container littering on 
wildlife and us?
Discuss the dangers of wildlife 
of ingestion of plastic directly or 
through food chains in the sea, 
freshwater and land by wildlife 
or through injury from cans or 
bottles in water or on the land.

Discuss the ingestion of plastic 

through food chains on the land 
and in the sea.

Discuss the impact on human beings 
of eating plastic unintentionally 
through the food chain. 

 independent.co.uk/
environment/plastic-microplastic-
study-pollution-food-drink-water-
poo-faeces-a8596836.html

©COPYRIGHT 2020

http://wildplanetexplorers.co.uk
http://wildplanetexplorers.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/wildplanetexplorers
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/plastic-microplastic-study-pollution-food-drink-water-poo-faeces-a8596836.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/plastic-microplastic-study-pollution-food-drink-water-poo-faeces-a8596836.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/plastic-microplastic-study-pollution-food-drink-water-poo-faeces-a8596836.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/plastic-microplastic-study-pollution-food-drink-water-poo-faeces-a8596836.html
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DEPOSIT RETURN ONLINE GAME!

WHAT WILL YOU SEE?
A picture of a town not far from the sea with 
countryside around it. There are lots of bottles and cans 
lying around, hidden in difficult places to find. There 
is wildlife lying entangled, close to it. The town looks 
messy. Children are playing football where cans and 
bottles are lying. Bottles and cans are on pavements, in 
grassy verges, in bushes. 

Children have to try to spot the bottles and cans they 
can find. People don’t look too happy.

Out at sea you can see some bottles floating and an 
unhappy dolphin.

PLAY 
THE APRS 

INTERACTIVE 
ONLINE 
GAME!

PLAY THE APRS INTERACTIVE ONLINE GAME 
Discover the impact of deposit return on wildlife, the planet and you! 

Head to  aprs.scot/learning to play!

http://www.aprs.scot
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HOW DOES THE GAME WORK?
At the start of the game, children discuss with the 
teacher what is wrong with the picture. Discuss how the 
town looks, how the people feel, the impact in the sea on 
wildlife. 

The children have to pick up as many bottles and cans as 
they can until the time runs out. 

They can choose whether to take the bottles and cans 
back to a shop over the counter, or put them in the 
reverse vending machine in the supermarket. There is no 
difference in the money refunded, just where they are 
returned to show the different options available.

As they return the bottles, the whole place looks 
brighter; it will also show how many animals the children 
have helped and the reduction in CO2 released due to 
recycling rather than making new drinks containers.

The children then have to decide what to do with the 
money at the end. Do they keep it and spend it, save it 
or give the money to charity?  

After the game, the children can revisit why having a 
deposit return system will help reduce litter and what the 
they have learnt from this. 

Discuss the incentive not to litter and get the money for 
the bottles and cans back and whether the children think 
this will work (revisiting Activity B1 and the What are the 
Benefits of Deposit Return Systems Activity Sheet).

Bottles and cans dropped in towns, cities 
or playgrounds by rivers can be blown by 
the wind directly in to the sea or carried via 
streams and rivers, which all end up in the 
sea. They break up into small pieces which 
marine creatures can eat by accident or 
become entangled in. 

Pieces of rubbish may blow from towns, 
cities or playgrounds into the countryside 
and end up in the grass, bushes or trees 
where wildlife can get hurt by them, get 
trapped in them or once they break up 
into small pieces, end up eating them by 
accident.

What could be the impact? Litter lying 
everywhere gives the impression to both 
locals and visitors that nobody cares about 
the area. When people stop caring, more 
litter is dropped. People looking to buy a 
new house do not  like the area because it 
looks messy, so do not want to live there. 
Local businesses, such as, cafes and shops 
then have fewer people buying from them or 
stopping on their way past. Children grow up 
not caring either, so the cycle continues.

ADDITIONAL 
TEACHERS' NOTES 

APRS online game 
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WHAT IS A NATIONAL PARK?
National Parks are the internationally recognised top accolade 
for scenery and natural habitats. They cover areas of land which 
are officially recognised, with borders, as being amongst the 
world’s most beautiful landscapes.

Scotland's National Parks are designated by the Scottish 
Parliament under the National Parks (Scotland) Act 2000 with 
four aims:

a. to conserve and enhance the natural and cultural heritage 
of the area,

b.  to promote sustainable use of the natural resources of the 
area,

c. to promote understanding and enjoyment (including 
enjoyment in the form of recreation) of the special qualities 
of the area by the public, and

d. to promote sustainable economic and social development of 
the area’s communities.

Scotland has some of the finest landscapes in the world but we 
have only 2 National Parks: Loch Lomond and The Trossachs 
National Park and the Cairngorms National Park, both 
established almost twenty years ago.

The term ‘National Park’ is a brand. A brand is a name, word, 
sentence, term, design, symbol or any other feature that 
identifies one seller's goods or services from another. They are 
used so people recognise a product quickly and easily.

WHERE ARE THEY AROUND THE WORLD?  
HOW MANY ARE THERE? 
There are currently 3500 National Parks in the world including 
60 in Canada, 29 in Norway and 14 in New Zealand.

WHAT NATIONAL PARKS ARE THERE ELSEWHERE IN 
THE  UK? 
There are 10 National Parks in England and 3 in Wales:
England: Broads, Dartmoor, Exmoor, Lake District, New 
Forest, Northumberland, North York Moors, Peak District, 
Yorkshire Dales, and South Downs.
Wales: Brecon Beacons, Pembrokeshire Coast, and Snowdonia.

WHY ARE THEY GOOD?
The National Park brand attracts visitors and their money which 

TEACHERS' NOTES

National Parks Overview
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national parks

is good for local businesses and their families, creating jobs 
locally and including small companies based on sustainable use 
of timber, fish, wildlife, geology, and grazing land.

Tourism is Scotland’s largest industry, bringing in the most 
money. Enjoying the landscapes found in National Parks 
enhances our quality of life, wellbeing, physical and mental 
health, gives inspiration, refreshment, enjoyment, opportunities 
for walking, cycling, canoeing, mountaineering and much more.

Scotland’s two National Parks are amazing. The Cairngorms 
National Park is twice the size of the Lake District National 
Park and the largest in the UK. It contains mountains, rare 
and sub-arctic habitats, ancient forests, rivers, lochs, wildlife 
hotspots and friendly villages and attractions. 

In the Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park, you'll 
uncover centuries of history, appreciate breath-taking views, 
walk in the shadows of towering mountains and have wild 
and wonderful outdoor adventures, right on the doorstep of 
Scotland's central cities.
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National Parks are centres of wildlife and habitat conservation, 
as they are homes for wildlife including red squirrels, ospreys, 
eagles, deer, an array of other rare birds, pine martens, otters, 
snakes, frogs, toads, and dragonflies (to name a few!)

National Parks aim to lead by example, and have National Park 
Authorities in place to support, for example, environmentally 
sensitive farming through grants, practical support and arguing 
for supportive policy on their behalf to politicians.

WHAT IS APRS DOING FOR NATIONAL PARKS?
APRS believes that Scotland should have more National Parks 
and that we need better protection for existing and future 
National Parks.  APRS campaigns alongside the Scottish 
Campaign for National Parks (SCNP) to support local 
communities who want National Parks in their areas. 

Rather than wait for problems to arise, APRS believes we 
should have plans and policies in place to protect and enhance 
National Parks  and all communities who live in them. 

A system of new National Parks would help boost Scotland’s image, 
attract more visitors, support local communities and increase public 
and Scottish Government commitment to conservation.

HOW ARE THEY DOING THIS?
APRS collected lots of signatures of support on a petition 
supporting new National Parks and sent it to the Scottish 
Parliament in 2015. Many of the public signed this and lots of 
other charities agreed, including the  John Muir Trust (JMT), 
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB), Ramblers, 
Scottish Wildlife Trust (SWT), Woodland Trust, National Trust 
for Scotland (NTS), and the Scottish Wild Land Group.

Find out more about APRS's National Park work at  
 aprs.scot/projects/scottish-national-parks-strategy-project

2016
The new 
Galloway 

National Park 
Association was 

created with 
support from 

APRS.

timeline
2016 
The new 

Campaign 
for a Scottish 

Borders 
National Park 
was created 
with support 
from APRS.

2016 
The idea of 

having more 
National 
Parks was 

supported by 
political parties 

represented 
by a majority 
of the MSPs 

in the Scottish 
Parliament.

2017 
Argyll and Bute 
Council began 
investigations 

into a National 
Park for their 

area with 
support from 

APRS.

2017 
The Borders 
campaign, 
supported 
by APRS, 

published a 
comprehensive 

Feasibility 
Study setting 

out the case for 
a National Park 

in their area.

2018  
The Galloway 

campaign, 
supported 
by APRS, 
published 
a detailed 

discussion paper 
explaining why 
there should be 
a National Park 

in their area.

2019 
The Scottish 
Parliament 
voted that 

more National 
Parks should 

be designated, 
but the Scottish 
Government is 
still not doing 

anything  
about it.

Xxxxx

https://aprs.scot/projects/scottish-national-parks-strategy-project/
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ACTIVITY A
WHAT IS A NATIONAL PARK 
AND WHERE ARE THEY?

✱
DELIVERS FOR 
Expressive Arts, Literacy 

and English, Health and 
Wellbeing, Social Studies, 
Numeracy and Maths

It is important that children 
understand what a National Park is 
and what makes it different to other 
parts of the countryside. In many 
countries of the world, they are major 
tourist destinations and contribute a 
great deal to the country’s economy, 
including in Scotland. Countries who 
have them are proud of them and 
shout about them to the world. 

In Scotland, in the Cairngorms 
National Park, £115 million each 
year (nearly 30%) of money made 
is through tourism. In the Loch 
Lomond and The Trossachs National 
Park, tourism generates a total of 
£386 million each year.

In Scotland they are run by a National 
Park Authority, a group of people 
who write the plan for the Park and 
make sure it happens!  Some of 
them are elected locally and some 
are national experts appointed by the 
Scottish Government. They are given 
money to run the National Park by 
the Scottish Government and have 
to report to Scottish Ministers to let 
them know how it’s all going.

Encourage discussion - introduce the 
children to what the term National 

• These activities are designed to be cross curricular from Primary 1 to Senior Level. 
More advanced activities are towards the end of each activity, and they’re designed 
so that teachers can adapt and choose which parts are most relevant and appropriate 
for the ages and topics they are teaching.

• The ideas for promoting and sharing learning in Activity B can also be used with the 
outcomes generated in Activities C.

 Please consider how these activities can support your teaching around the 17   
 Sustainable Development Goals. 

Park means. Have any of the children 
visited Scotland’s 2 National Parks 
(Cairngorms and Loch Lomond and the 
Trossachs)? Discuss what you can do 
there, what wildlife lives there e.g. show 
images of the old pine forest, osprey, 
red squirrel, capercaillie, deer, eagle. 

If the children have visited what do 
they remember? How did they feel 
about their visit? 

Show the children the map of the 
National Parks in the UK (show 
a few of the more well-
known ones - Dartmoor, 
Lake District and 
Snowdonia). Have 
any of them visited a 
National Park? What 
were they like? If yes, 
ask the children what 
they remember and how 
they felt about their visit.

Show the children images of a few 
well-known National Parks around 

We’d love you  
to share some of the 
pupils’ work with us.  

Please email it to  
education@aprs.scot 

If we select it for sharing on 
our website and social media 

channels, we’ll contact 
you for permission. 

NATIONAL PARKS ACTIVITIES A

the world, e.g. Yellowstone National 
Park, Yosemite National Park, Kruger 
National Park (show images with 
animals and scenery).

Encourage discussion of why our visits 
are important to the people living and 
working in National Parks.
Think about the kind of activities you 
might do and whether you would 
spend any money doing it, as well as 
who would benefit from you doing it 
when you are in a National Park.

Examples are: walking (buying 
equipment you need), cycling (hiring), 
eating in a restaurant or cafe, buying 
souvenirs and food and drinks from 
shops, paying to see visitor attractions 
and watch wildlife, paying to go 
on guided walks and attend talks, 
attending local children’s activities and 
events, using local trains, buses and 
taxis, staying in hotels, B&Bs, self-
catering accommodation, campsites. 

All these are run by businesses who 
employ local people or who are run 
by local people themselves (their own 
businesses). So your money supports 

all of these local people and 
their lives in the community. 

This includes their children 
too! 

Kruger 
National 

Park Yellowstone 
National Park

mailto:education%40aprs.scot%20?subject=
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ACTIVITY B
WHY SHOULD WE HAVE MORE 
NATIONAL PARKS?

✱
DELIVERS FOR 
Expressive Arts, Literacy 

and English, Technology, Health 
and Wellbeing, Social Studies, 
Numeracy and Maths

Scotland only has 2 National Parks 
while New Zealand for, example, 
has 13. There are many, including 
APRS, who think Scotland should 
have more National Parks. There are 
many beautiful places in Scotland 
to celebrate that could benefit from 
this accolade.

Currently there are lots of people 
working for Galloway and the 
Borders to become 2 new National 
Parks (show where these are on the 
National Parks UK map).

Encourage children to create their 
own National Park. Can they think 
of somewhere they have visited that 
they would like to be a National 
Park? Or can they create their own 
imaginary National Park? What 
would it look like? Who would live 
there? What kind of activities and 
businesses would be there? What 
wildlife would there be? How would 
they tell everyone about it? 

Create and design a picture, story, 
poem, song, dance, play, display/
sculpture about their idea for a 
National Park.

Share what children have created 
and learnt about National Parks 
and their own creations. This could 
be on their classroom walls as a 
display, as a presentation at their 
school assembly, for end of term 
shows, at parents’ evenings, locally 
where they live, at a music festival, 
art exhibition, on social media or 
even enter into a music, art or dance 

competition to help raise awareness 
of their local one. If they would like 
to share it with APRS, we could also 
help to promote it.

Record the children’s song, dance, 
an interview, telling their story 
or play. Save it and share it with 

their classmates, the school, with 
friends and family (and wider if they 
wished) or just as a keepsake for 
themselves. Create a video to go 
with any of these to share or keep 
for themselves. If they’d like to 
share it with APRS, we could also 
help promote it.

NATIONAL PARKS ACTIVITIES B

National Parks 
proposed by APRS 
and SCNP (green) 
and existing National 
Parks (red)

DOWNLOADABLE RESOURCE
This map is available to download here 
aprs.scot/learning

http://www.aprs.scot
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ACTIVITY C
WHO DECIDES?

✱
DELIVERS FOR 
Expressive Arts, Literacy 

and English, Technology, Health 
and Wellbeing, Social Studies, 
Numeracy and Maths

Who decides if there will be a new 
National Park? 

The final decision rests with a vote in 
the Scottish Parliament by elected 
MSPs. 

For this activity, children take the 
roles of different organisations, 
charities, businesses, individuals, 
local groups at a community 
meeting to discuss a proposed 
National Park in a certain area 
before it goes to the final vote in 
Scottish Parliament. 

The children can choose an existing 
one in Scotland or one currently 
being proposed by local people 
(Galloway  
 gallowaynationalpark.org or 
Borders 
 borders-national-park.scot). 
They can also create their own idea 
for a National Park somewhere else 
in Scotland, perhaps close to where 
they are.

Present at this type of meeting 
would be:
• Proposed National Park 

Authority members from 
the local community, a local 
MSP and local councillors. (In 
Scotland there are 19 members 
on the Cairngorms National 
Park Authority and 17 members 
on the Loch Lomond and 
the Trossachs National Park 
Authority which consist of 
these.)

• National charity APRS - which 
is sharing the benefits of 
National Parks already seen 
across Scotland and the world 
and campaigning for there to be 
more of them in Scotland.

• Conservationists fighting to 
protect red squirrels in a local 
woodland that would fall in the 
National Park and who want 
the National Park status as they 
think it will help protect wildlife.

• Local business association 
representing shops in the 
surrounding villages who sell 
souvenirs and handmade 
products, and are keen for the 
National Park status as they 
think it will bring more visitors 
to the area.

• Councillors representing 
local people who live in the 
small villages in the proposed 
National Park and are worried 
about increased litter and traffic 
congestion on the roads. The 
roads are narrow and there’s 
already too much traffic and 
they can’t get out to go to 
school or work in the mornings!

• Farmers and estate managers 
from the area who don’t want 
more people trampling over 
their crops or dogs worrying 
their sheep, and worry that the 
National Park Authority might 
want to start controlling what 
they do with their land.

The children vote on whether the 
area under discussion should be 
made an official National Park.

NATIONAL PARKS ACTIVITIES C

The Scottish Borders - 
not yet a National Park

https://www.gallowaynationalpark.org/
https://www.gallowaynationalpark.org/
http://www.borders-national-park.scot/index.htm
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WHAT IS A GREEN BELT?
A Green Belt is a stretch of open land around, beside or within a 
town or city, defined by local Councils to:
1. direct development to appropriate locations e.g brownfield 

sites (previously developed)
2. support urban regeneration (building houses in towns and cities 

that support existing local businesses and services)
3. protect the character, landscape setting and identity of 

that town or city (keep what makes a town or city special or 
different which can include the countryside around it, buildings 
and greenspaces and keeping them to a reasonable size rather 
than sprawling across the fields and merging into each other)

4. provide access to open space for those living there.

WHY HAVE GREEN BELTS?
Green Belts help protect the countryside including forest, 
farmland and wildlife.

APRS believes that Green Belts have really important roles to 
play in tackling the climate emergency and nature crisis, and in 
promoting people's mental and physical health and wellbeing.

TEACHERS' NOTES

Green Belts overview
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A GREEN 
SPACE AND GREEN BELT?
There is a difference between a green space and Green 
Belt. Your local park is not a Green Belt but it is a green 
space.

A green space is an area of grass, trees or other vegetation 
which has been set apart in an urban environment for 
recreation/play or because it looks beautiful (for aesthetic 
reasons). Green spaces can include parks, woods, canal 
towpaths, riverbanks, old railway lines, beaches, road verges, 
golf courses and the grounds around hospitals and universities.

Sometimes green spaces are called the ‘green lungs’ of our 
towns and cities, improving people's physical and mental 
health as with Green Belts.

GREEN BELTS IN SCOTLAND
Scotland has 200,000 hectares of Green Belt, only 2.5% 
of Scotland’s 7.8 million hectares of land. 

There are currently 11 Green Belts in Scotland. 

If you would like to find out where your nearest Green Belt 
is, you can see them all on the APRS website here  
 aprs.scot/projects/aprs-green-belts-campaign and 
download the nearest one to you.

http://aprs.scot/projects/aprs-green-belts-campaign
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green belts

WHAT IS APRS DOING AND HOW CAN YOU HELP?
APRS wants to make the protection given to Scotland’s Green Belts 
even stronger and make sure any building on Green Belts is really an 
exception. They do this by speaking to politicians and making the 
case for better laws and policies to protect Green Belts.

APRS believes that any sites in Green Belts should only be 
allocated (a) for built development (e.g. forestry, agriculture, 
recreation development), (b) if it is included in the local 
Councils Local Development Plan (c) only after a thorough 
landscape/environmental assessment and meaningful discussion 
with the local community, rather than as a result of speculative 
applications by  developers.

APRS does not want to stop development but to direct it to 
the best places using brownfield sites where possible (areas 
that have been built on before that can be reused) and also 
encourage good planning to determine how many people should 
live in cities and towns (density) when planning new buildings.
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Developers who are building houses, supermarkets, football 
stadia, film studios, hotels, concert halls would prefer to build on 
a greenfield site (a site that has never been built on) because it 
is easier and costs them less to do this than building on a derelict 
brownfield site. Also, brownfield sites often have hazardous 
materials on them from past use, which costs a lot of money to 
remove. But planning should be an expression of the will of the local 
community, and Green Belts are popular across Scotland e.g. A 
2017 public opinion poll carried out by Survation for APRS found 
74.6% support for stronger protection of Green Belts in Scotland.

APRS wants more people to know about their local Green 
Belts, and to write to local Councillors or MSPs, or to join their 
local action groups if they want to protect their own local Green 
Belt. The APRS Green Belts Alliance helps people do this. 

Find out more at  aprs.scot/projects/aprs-green-belts-
campaign and please see the case study in the Green Belt 
Activities - proposed ‘EuroPark’ development, North Lanarkshire.

Scotland's Green Belts. There are no other green belts aside from the ones on this map.

DOWNLOADABLE RESOURCE
You can download this map and Green Belt maps 
for your local area here aprs.scot/learning

http://aprs.scot/projects/aprs-green-belts-campaign
http://aprs.scot/projects/aprs-green-belts-campaign
http://aprs.scot/learning
http://www.aprs.scot
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ACTIVITY A
WHAT IS GREENSPACE, GREEN 
BELT AND BROWNFIELD?

✱
DELIVERS FOR 
Expressive Arts, Literacy 

and English, Health and 
Wellbeing, Social Studies, 
Sciences

• These activities are designed to be cross curricular from Primary 1 to Senior 
Level. More advanced activities are towards the end of each activity, and 
they’re designed so that teachers can adapt and choose which parts are most 
relevant and appropriate for the ages and topics they are teaching.

• The ideas for promoting and sharing learning in Activity B can also be used 
with the outcomes generated in Activities C.

 Please consider how these activities can support your teaching around  
 the 17 Sustainable Development Goals. 

It is important that 
children understand the 
terms greenspace, Green 

Belt and brownfield as it is as much 
their countryside, play areas, woods 
and places to explore, that are at risk 
of disappearing if development goes 
unchecked. If these places disappear, 
then the trees and wildlife and the 
natural views and surroundings will 

also largely disappear, although 
some developments attempt to 
re-create pockets of nature where 
possible in between buildings.

To help discuss the difference 
between these different areas of 
land, please do this activity first with 
children of all ages. 

We’d love you  
to share some of the 
pupils’ work with us.  

Please email it to  
education@aprs.scot 

If we select it for sharing on 
our website and social media 

channels, we’ll contact 
you for permission. 

GREEN BELTS ACTIVITIES A

▲ DOWNLOADABLE RESOURCE 
What is greenspace, Green Belt and brownfield?
The full version of this activity is available to download here aprs.scot/learning

Match each to the right description
• Correct answers are highlighted in yellow. See page 34 for downloadable worksheet. 

1  PARKS IN TOWNS AND CITIES

2  SCHOOL PLAYING FIELDS 

3  WOODS IN TOWNS AND CITIES

4  GOLF COURSES

5  HOSPITAL GROUNDS

6  FIELDS AROUND VILLAGES, TOWNS AND CITIES 

7  WOODS AROUND VILLAGES, TOWNS AND CITIES

8  FOREST AROUND VILLAGES, TOWNS AND CITIES

9  OLD FACTORY LAND, NO LONGER USED, OVERGROWN 

10  CLOSED MILITARY BASES, NO LONGER USED, OVERGROWN

11  OLD SERVICE STATIONS, NO LONGER USED, OVERGROWN

GREEN BELT

BROWNFIELD

GREENSPACE

mailto:education%40aprs.scot%20?subject=
http://aprs.scot/learning
http://www.aprs.scot
http://aprs.scot/learning
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ACTIVITY B
WHAT KIND OF 
GREENSPACES, GREEN BELT 
AREAS OR BROWNFIELD 
SITES ARE NEAR YOU?

✱
DELIVERS FOR 
Expressive Arts, Literacy 

and English, Technology, Health 
and Wellbeing, Social Studies, 
Sciences

Find the nearest greenspace, 
brownfield site or Green Belt to 
your school. Find out more about it, 
explore it!

Find the most local Green Belt to 
where you are based. Visit  aprs.scot 
for all green belt maps.

Ask the children if they have ever 
visited any of these?

How does it feel when you are in 
the countryside? What can you see, 
hear, smell? 

How does it feel when you are in 
the city or town? What can you see, 
hear, smell?

How does it feel to be in your local 
park? What can you see, hear, smell?

Ask the children to capture their 
thoughts and feelings through words 
and pictures.

Explore your local green space, 
brownfield or green belt area - 
discover what flowers, trees, shrubs 
and wildlife are present there.

Discuss with the children who might 
want to build on their park or other 
greenspace, why and what could the 
impact be of this? 

Here are some ideas for discussion:
• Destruction of the natural 

habitat (homes) of some animal 
and plant species

• Loss of agricultural land results 

in loss of food production and 
people lose their jobs and the 
UK currently imports a large 
proportion of its food, some 
of which is now vulnerable to 
adverse climate change effects 
so we might need to find 
alternatives closer to home and 
land to grow it on

• Reduction of or complete loss of 
places to walk or cycle

• Loss of countryside that clearly 
defines and separates different 
areas of housing, be they cities, 
towns, suburbs, villages or hamlets

How would they feel if someone 
did build on it? What could they do 
to make their voice heard about it? 
Are any of their greenspaces under 
threat now? Contact your local 
APRS Green Belts Alliance group 
- find out more here  aprs.scot/
projects/aprs-green-belts-campaign

Create and design a picture, 
story, poem, song, dance, play, 
display/sculpture about your local 

greenspaces or green belt. Share why 
they are important to you and how 
you would feel if they disappeared. 

Share what children have created and 
learnt about Green Belts, greenspaces 
and brownfield sites. This could go on 
their classroom walls as a display, as a 
presentation at their school assembly, 
for end of term shows, at parents’ 
evenings, locally where they live, at a 
music festival, art exhibition, on social 
media or even enter into a music, art 
or dance competition to help raise 
awareness of their local one. If they 
would like to share it with APRS, we 
could also help to promote it.

Record the children’s song, dance, 
an interview, telling their story or 
play. Save it and share it with their 
classmates, the school, with friends 
and family (and wider if they wished) 
or just as a keepsake for themselves. 
Create a video to go with any of these 
to share or keep for themselves. If 
they’d like to share it with APRS, we 
could also help promote it.

GREEN BELTS ACTIVITIES B

http://www.aprs.scot
http://aprs.scot/projects/aprs-green-belts-campaign
http://aprs.scot/projects/aprs-green-belts-campaign
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ACTIVITY C
WHO DECIDES?

✱
DELIVERS FOR 
Expressive Arts, Literacy and 

English, Numeracy and Maths, 
Health and Wellbeing, Social 
Studies, Sciences

Local Councils have two roles in 
planning what gets built where, 
called Development Planning and 
Development Management.

Development Planning is creating 
a plan for building on an area in 
advance, carefully thinking about 
where sites for housing should be 
(for example) and taking everything 
into consideration and speaking to 
as many interested groups (wildlife, 
local people) as possible. 

Development Management is 
reacting to applications for planning 
permissions to build something that 

could come in from developers at 
any time and then seeing if they fit 
in with this plan or not. Sometimes 
developers will try to persuade 
development management teams to 
let them build even if it doesn’t fit into 
the plan! If Green Belts are ever to be 
sacrificed, then it should be through 
Development Planning, where 
everyone gets a proper say, rather 
than Development Management, 
which often happens in a rush. 

For this activity, children take the 
roles of different organisations, 
charities, businesses, individuals, 
local groups at a Development 
Management Council meeting 
(this is the non-preferred option), 
regarding development on their local 
greenspace or Green Belt. Children 
can decide or the teacher can choose 
a local area - ideally one used by 
the children. This means that the 
application by a property developer is 
NOT in the Development Plan.

GREEN BELTS ACTIVITIES C

Present are:
• Property developer wanting to 

build houses so that people have 
somewhere to live and there are 
jobs for builders. 

• Conservationists fighting to 
protect ancient woodland habitat 
and wildlife. 

• Local community fighting to 
protect their countryside or area 
where their children play, ride 
their bikes and walk dogs.

• Council planner who 
recommends to elected local 
Councillors whether the 
development should go ahead 
or not.

• Elected local Councillors who 
will make the final planning 
decision through voting. 

• Children from the local school.
• Each child presents their case 

for and against development. 
The rest of the children in 
the class vote yes or no for 
development.
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GREEN BELTS ACTIVITIES C

Here is a Green Belt Case Study as an example, which is ongoing in Scotland:

PROPOSED ‘EUROPARK’ DEVELOPMENT, NORTH LANARKSHIRE
Between the villages of Carnbroe and Calderbank in North Lanarkshire, south of Airdrie and north of the M8, lies a 
remarkably unspoilt tract of Green Belt countryside known as Woodhall and Faskine.  There are extensive semi-natural 
woodlands and open farmland, as well as a walled garden and loch, which once formed part of the historic designed 
landscape around the former Woodhall House. The whole area is rich in historical interest and industrial heritage, 
including a stretch of the former Monklands Canal.  Local people greatly value the area as somewhere to stretch their 
legs and walk their dogs, and it is a favourite place where local children like to play.

In 2016, local people first heard that developers want to build 3,000 houses in this area along with shops and a filling 
station, as a development called ‘EuroPark’.  However, the site is not allocated for development by North Lanarkshire 
Council, which has allocated plenty of other brownfield sites in its area for development.  Local people formed an action 
group, Save Woodhall and Faskine, to oppose the development, and are campaigning for the area to become a Country 
Park.  APRS held its 2017 Annual General Meeting in Calderbank to draw attention to the issue and to support the local 
campaigners.  In 2018, the case featured on STV News and prompted a debate in the Scottish Parliament on the subject 
of ‘Save the Green Belt’.

APRS objected to the planning application for the development on the grounds that the site is not allocated for 
development and that it is designated as Green Belt.  APRS stated that the area possesses great beauty and a variety 
of remarkably unspoilt landscapes.  It provides valuable open space for exercise, fresh air and tranquillity for local people 
from the surrounding towns and villages, and should definitely be protected from development for the long term.  North 
Lanarkshire Council has not yet decided whether to approve the proposed development, so the future of the site remains 
uncertain as of July 2020.

Woodhall Loch, North Lanarkshire 
- Glasgow Green Belt
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Over pages 31 to 34 are the pupil versions of the 
worksheets for activities;

• Deposit Return Activity C2
• Deposit Return Activity C3
• Deposit Return Activity C5
• Green Belts Activity A

You are welcome to photocopy these or download 
from aprs.scot/learning where you will also find the 
editable press release, green belt maps for your local 
area, national park and green belt overview maps.

worksheets

http://aprs.scot/learning


DEPOSIT RETURN ACTIVITY C2

 Click here to download          worksheets

Which of these drinks 
containers can be 

recycled in the Deposit 
Return System? 
Circle the correct 
answer for each

Glass drinks bottle Yes No

PET plastic drinks bottle Yes No

Aluminium can Yes No

Steel can Yes No

Cardboard drinks carton Yes No

HDPE plastic milk bottle Yes No

A crushed can Yes No

A dirty plastic bottle Yes No

A crushed plastic bottle Yes No
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https://aprs.scot/learning/


DEPOSIT RETURN ACTIVITY C3

The true facts about 
Scottish litter - how 
much do you know? 

Match the facts to the 
figures...

A

£361 million

C

250 million

E

83,000

G

4 million

B

50

D

£1.2 million 

F

15,000

H

475

FACTS ANSWER

1  The number of Kelpies in weight worth of litter that Scotland discards every year

2  The number of tonnes littered every year in Scotland

3  The number of items littered every year in Scotland

4  The number of items littered every minute in Scotland

5  The amount of money lying in litter (what it’s worth) in Scotland

6  How many fewer tonnes of emissions would be pumped into the atmosphere (warming the planet)  
     thanks to Scotland’s deposit return system? 

7  How many cars’ worth of CO2 emissions would be removed by having a deposit return system in Scotland?

8  The cost of the impact of litter (dealing with and clearing up litter, impact on house prices, businesses)  
     in Scotland
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worksheets Click here to download

https://aprs.scot/learning/


DEPOSIT RETURN ACTIVITY C5

What are the 
benefits of 

deposit return? 
Read these 
statements 
below and 

circle the two 
which are NOT 

benefits 

More recycling

Healthy wildlife
Warmer planet Healthy seas

Less litter More people spending money

Less waste of resources
Healthier economies

All can use more bottles and cans

Cleaner countryside More visitors to areas

Less CO2 produced

Healthy fish to eat

People proud of their local area

Cleaner air

 Click here to download          worksheets
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worksheets Click here to download

FOREST AROUND VILLAGES, 
TOWNS AND CITIES

WOODS IN TOWNS  
AND CITIES

CLOSED MILITARY BASES, NO 
LONGER USED, OVERGROWN

GOLF  
COURSES

SCHOOL  
PLAYING FIELDS 

OLD SERVICE STATIONS, NO 
LONGER USED, OVERGROWN

GREEN BELTS ACTIVITY A

What is greenspace, 
Green Belt and 

brownfield?
Match each 

description to the 
correct answer

WOODS AROUND VILLAGES, 
TOWNS AND CITIES

FIELDS AROUND VILLAGES, 
TOWNS AND CITIES 

HOSPITAL  
GROUNDS

OLD FACTORY LAND, NO 
LONGER USED, OVERGROWN 

PARKS IN TOWNS  
AND CITIES

GREENSPACE
GS

GREEN BELT
GB

BROWNFIELD
BF
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We need to look after 
the countryside because 

it is vanishing and 
we need to protect it 
because there's lots of 
wild animals there.

JONAH, AGED 5
GOREBRIDGE,

SCOTLAND



The Association for the  
Protection of Rural Scotland 

Dolphin House, 4 Hunter Square, 
Edinburgh EH1 1QW

(0131) 225 7012 
info@aprs.scot

www.aprs.scot 
 @APRScotland   @APRScotland

mailto:info%40aprs.scot?subject=
http://www.aprs.scot 
https://www.facebook.com/APRScotland
https://twitter.com/APRScotland

